We Buy Houses In Newport News, Says
Dependable Homebuyers
September 12, 2018
Dependable Homebuyers Newport from Newport News, Virginia, recently announced that they have
opened a new office. The company's newest location is at 75 Huxley Pl, Newport News, VA 23606. A
spokesperson for the company stated that they are now purchasing houses in Newport News and
states that they buy houses in any condition.
Evan Roberts, a representative for Dependable Homeowners states, "We wanted to announce that as
of now, we are buying houses in Newport News. Homeowners who are interested in getting a quote
can contact us directly for an offer."
Roberts states that the company pays fair market price for all purchased homes and that they can
make an offer on the same day. He says that they can even guarantee their offer and provide
homeowners with a check within just two weeks of the initial offer date.
"If you are selling your home," Roberts says, "You want the process to go quickly. You want to know
that you are getting a fair price and that it is not going to take months for you to get your money. For
instance, you may be relocating to another state for a new job. Or you may be planning to use the
money for funding that move. We ensure that you get your money quickly and we always offer the
fairest possible price for your home."
Roberts says that there are a number of reasons that homeowners contact them for purchasing their
homes. He says that selling their home can help homeowners avoid foreclosures and that they
purchase homes from those going through divorce, homeowners who are relocating, people who
inherited a property that they do not want or need, anyone who owns a vacant house and no longer
wants the work and frustrations involved in offering it for rent, and a number of other reasons.
Homeowners who are behind on their mortgage payments, upside down in their mortgage or anyone
who wants to sell their home and wants the process to go quickly and smoothly can contact
Dependable Homebuyers.
The company works in a number of areas throughout the region and states that interested
homeowners should contact them directly to determine if their home is in an area that they service.
Interested homeowners can learn more on the company's official website at
https://www.dependablehomebuyers.com/virginia/newport-news/ or call them directly to learn more
about how to get the process started.
Roberts says that they also work with homeowners who need repairs done to their properties but
have neither the time nor the funding to handle those repairs. He states that owning a home can be
an expensive undertaking and those who are not ready to handle the expenses of home ownership
can contact the company to learn more about selling that home. Roberts says that they have worked
with a number of homeowners who simply could not afford the year to year maintenance involved in
owning a home. The homeowners sell their home and then live in a rental, which is much less

stressful for many.
The company works throughout Newport News and James City County, buying homes as is.
Homeowners do not have to worry about making any repairs or improvements as they would if they
were to list their homes for sale through a traditional real estate agency. Roberts says that in addition
to that benefit, homeowners also have the advantage of not having to pay a commission fee to a real
estate agency so they essentially get more from the sale of their homes. Real estate agencies
typically charge three to five percent, which can amount to thousands of dollars on a home that sells
for more than $100,000. Roberts states that homeowners who sell their homes to Dependable
Homebuyers in Newport News can avoid that fee, thus putting more cash in their pocket, and he says
that they can get the cash faster than with a traditional home sale.
Roberts says, "When we buy houses Newport News homeowners can enjoy a number of additional
benefits when selling to Dependable Homebuyers in Virginia." The company is not a real estate
agency but rather a group of professional home buyers. Those selling can bypass the listing process
and make a faster and smoother sale, avoiding the long wait times that traditional listings can bring
and Roberts states that in many cases, the company even pays the closing costs so sellers get even
more money in their pockets. Those interested in learning more about the process or in scheduling a
time to obtain a quote to sell their home can contact the company directly or through their official
website, where all of their contact information is listed.
Contact:
Dependable Homebuyers
75 Huxley Pl, Newport News, VA 23606
(757) 296-8067
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